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Hush your crying, don't be sighing, Letty
Love they're bringing, while they're swinging, Letty

Letty Lane.

Thro' the fields of cotton let us stray,
I wish they were chiming for me, too,

Let me bring the ring a-round to you,
Would you share it?

And the moon will lend its bright-est ray,
While we wander

Idly ponder er it? Do not go a-way.
Now what would you do?
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Oh! Letty Lane, let me explain,
My heart's in pain, I'll go insane, I'll hum a
strain of love's refrain,
In sun or rain, upon a honeymoon train, Mid sugar cane,
I'll weave a chain, Of dreams so plain, your heart I'll gain, Are words in vain?
Say you'll remain, Oh! Letty Lane, Oh! Letty Lane. Oh! Letty Lane.
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